
Active Karachay-Cherkessia 

Active tour for guests fond of trekking 

Day 1 

Meeting guests at the airport. 

Transfer (200 km) to Dombay – the heart of the mountains! 

On the way, highlight tour: geography, history, peoples of the Karachay-Cherkess Republic. 

Hotel check-in. 

Accommodation at the Andersen Hotel: 

 

Optional accommodation – at the Taurukh Hotel. 

 

In the photo: номер in the Taurukh Hotel: 



Dinner at the hotel restaurant.  

In the photo –one of the restaurant halls in the Andersen Hotel. 

 

Rest, free time. 

Day 2  

Breakfast at the hotel. Climbing Mount Mussa-Achitara by cable car.  

 



A magnificent panorama of the valleys and summits of Dombay opens up from the observation 

deck. Small islands of greenery intersperse with the hips of snow. In the clear weather you can 

see the head of the large River Kuban as well as the two-peaked Mount Elbrus.   

Lunch. 

Return to the hotel. 

Dinner.  

Day 3  

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Motor and walking tour to the canyon of the 

River Alibek.  

The route goes through the fir wood. Trees are 

very lofty. The silver fir-trees are several hundred 

years old.  

 We will walk along the picturesque glade and 

climb up to the Alibek glacier waterfall. The rocks 

with waterfall are called “sheep foreheads”.  

 

 

Along the edge of the glacier we will reach 

Lake Turye — at night, wild turs and 

chamois come down here for water.  

Lunch. 

Return to the hotel. 

Dinner.  

  

 

 

 

 



Day 4  

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Hiking to the foot of Mount Dombay-Ulgen, the highest Dombay peak.  

 

 

There are Chuchkhur Waterfalls here. The 

triple-cascade waterfalls cascade into the valley 

of the River Dombay-Ulgen. It is a unique 

waterfall. Distinct from other large Dombay 

waterfalls, it does not fall off the rocks, but 

glides through the relief.     

Lunch. 

Return to the hotel in the evening.  

Dinner. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 5  

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Excursion to the observatory.  The telescope of the Special astrophysical observatory is one of 

the largest telescopes in Eurasia. The observatory staff will brief the guests on the history of the 

telescope construction, its configuration, as well as achievements and discoveries made with it.   

 

Lunch. 

There are ruins of an 

ancient city not far from 

the observatory. Three 

ancient Christian 

Churches dating back to 

the golden age of the 

Alan Empire have 

remained here. 

On the other bank of the 

Zelenchuk River there is a 

rock icon –Holy Face of 

Jesus. 

  

Return to the hotel.  

Dinner. 



 

 

Day 6  

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Hiking to the source of the largest river in 

the south of Russia- Kuban. Kuban flows 

from the glaciers of Mount Elbrus... 

The route runs through the canyon of the 

River Kuban. The river flows along the 

bottom of the granite canyon. There are a 

lot of weird geological features on the left 

side of the canyon. They are called “Devil’s 

wells” by geologists.  In fact, they are 

washout cavities.  

   

Up the River Kuban, there are ruins of tower of the 19th century built during the Caucasian 

War.  There also remains of ancient settlements and burial grounds on the banks of the river.   

Return to the hotel in the evening.  

Dinner.  

Day 7  

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Free time 

Lunch 

Transfer to Pyatigorsk 

City loop tour 

Gala-dinner 

Departure 

  



Tour costs is $950* 

The tour package includes: accommodation, route transfers, excursion programme, tour 
tickets, sights admission fees, full board, 24/7 administrative support  

The tour packages doesn't include: flight to Russia, other services are not included in the  
programme. 

For booking contact:  

elgastour@gmail.com 

* On request, you can include concert programmes, master-classes and other entertainment at 
extra charge. 

Also, the price can vary downwards depending on the selection of hotels and room categories. 

The cost does not include the agency fees.  

*** The programme is preliminary. The organizers reserve the right to replace the excursion 
blocks with similar ones, without changing main waypoints. 

 

 
18.10-26.10.2019  

Dubai – КМW 
FZ  1977  (B737-800) 22:00-0:10 

КМW – Dubai  
FZ  1978  (B737-800) 1:40-6:25 

 


